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Alba Museum Network

The Roman and Medieval history of the town can be
explored in the Cathedral of San Lorenzo and the
Diocesan Museum, in the town hall’s archaeological sites
(the Invisible City), the Vida school (the complex of
ancient walls) and the church of San Giuseppe (the
Roman theatre). Artefacts from prehistoric times to the
medieval era are on display at the Eusebio Civic Museum,
while the church of San Domenico and its frescoes oﬀer a
taste of the Gothic period.
More recent history can be found reﬂected in the literary
works of Beppe Fenoglio and the art of Pinot Gallizio,
whose legacies are preserved and promoted by the Beppe
Fenoglio Study Centre.

Alba’s Museum System
unites museums and
cultural sites across the city
of Alba.

Opening hours
Tuesday-Friday
3pm - 6pm

A single ticket, valid for one
year from the date of ﬁrst
use, can be used to explore
the city’s Roman and
medieval history. It can be
bought at the tourist oﬃce,
the museums and the Alba
Museum Network sites.

Saturday and Sunday
2.30pm - 6.30pm

Info & Bookings
tel. +39 345 7642123
museo@alba.chiesacattolica.it
mudialba14@gmail.com

Cathedral
Museum

www.mudialba.it

Alba

The Alba Museum Network unites museums and
cultural sites that represent Alba’s historic,
artistic, archaeological and literary heritage.

SMA
single ticket
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Entrance on Piazza Rossetti (from the bellttower)
With the contribution
of Compagnia di San Paolo

Archaeological itinerary exploring the origins of the city and the cathedral of San Lorenzo.

Bookable visits,
activities and tours
MUDI
Diocesan Museum

alba

Visiting the cathedral and
exploring the subterranean
rooms of the museum is
the best way to discover
the thousands of years of
history of this important
sacred building and the
city of Alba itself, from the
Roman and early Christian
ruins in the foundations,
the early-14th-century
rebuilding and the baroque
renovations, up to the
panoramic views out of
the double-lancet windows
of the medieval bell tower,
which hides an even more
ancient belfry inside.
The Diocesan Museum
also manages other local
sites of particular historical
and artistic relevance,
which can be visited
thanks to the support of
volunteers.

From Stone to Paper

A guided visit around the museum, from the stones of the archaeological itinerary to the ancient papers
of the diocesan archive, in the company of a professional archivist. A unique opportunity to learn about
the history of the city and discover the value of ancient paper and parchment documents.
In collaboration with Associazione Colline e Culture and Cooperativa Culturalpe

45 Metres Above Alba

A rare opportunity to ascend the belltower of the San Lorenzo cathedral, to ﬁnd out more about the
unusual Romanesque-origin structure and to admire the “city of a hundred towers” from its tallest tower.
In collaboration with Associazione Colline e Culture

The Cathedral’s Treasures

Guided tour to discover the cathedral’s treasures. Precious holy silverware, liturgical vestments and other
priceless objects that testify to the devotion of donors and patrons and the history of the community.
In collaboration with Associazione Colline e Culture

Educational Activities

Entertaining and educational activities for families and activities for school pupils (in line with school
curricula), focused on themes linked to the history of Alba and its surroundings, art and artistic
techniques, the history of Christianity and more generally the study of sources.

Rap Tour

Learn about the past to the rhythm of rap! A very special guided tour through the archaeological sites
and artistic wonders of the city accompanied by a tourist guide, a rapper and a DJ.
In collaboration with Associazione Culturale Be Street

